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This paper is a summary of long-term recordings of fluorescent particles (termed
FBAP) from a boreal forest in Finland and a high elevation forest in Colorado. The
paper describes the seasonal cycles of total fluorescent particle cumber concentration
contributions and sizes mainly in the coarse aerosol size mode with maxima observed
in summer as opposed to winter where snow cover at the Finnish location may have
inhibited emissions of some sources of FBAP. Different mode behaviour at the two sites
were reported with the broader mode occurring at the US location which the authors
attribute to different (or perhaps additional?) FBAP source there. As with many previ-
ous studies the FBAP concentrations correlated with RH in each season except at the
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Finnish site where a plateau was observed followed by a decrease above a threshold
at 82% which is attributed, though not verified, by inhibition by dew formation. Finally
they show that the both FBP and total aerosol concentrations scale with rainfall inten-
sity during rain events, a phenomenon which has been reported previously but here an
attempt is made to quantify that enhancement. They also attribute an enhancement
in fungal spore (assumed) concentration increase following rainfall events due to sub-
sequent RH enhancement as periods advantageous to spore fruiting and germination.
The conclusion is that any parameterisations of spore emissions should also account
for both diurnal and rainfall/RH enhancements to full capture any “bioaerosol” emission
fluxes for model studies.

The paper is a very good summary and analysis of a long-term data set and should be
published as an important contribution to the field of study.

There are a number of presentational issues associated with the figures, in particular
the inconsistent use of units, which was confusing to this reader in terms of allowing
comparison with other studies and I also had difficulty in reading some of the figures.
These are hopefully minor issues that can be addressed in due course. I note these
have also been thoroughly highlighted by another reviewer and some corrections have
already been addressed by the authors themselves post submission, so I will not repeat
these here.

Focusing more on the scientific results of the study there are a number of questions
and minor clarifications that would help the specialised reader as well as the wider
community with regard comparison with related studies and assimilation by emission
model studies. These are minor as I believe the authors have covered most of the rel-
evant analyses within the limitation of the instrument used and ancillary data available.
There is, as is usually the case with such real-time studies, a general lack of taxonomic
fungal spore and bacterial microbiome identification in this paper so it makes it diffi-
cult to properly relate the seasonal-modal differences noted to specific and or different
bioaerosol sources that might be active at each site. Additional references to previ-
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ous such studies at the sites would be useful (if available, I note the Huffman study
and refences therein for the related Colorado study). I do appreciate the limitations of
such studies in terms of the non-specificity of real-time UV-LIF for discrimination in this
context. This should not however negate the interesting results and discussion points
presented.

Page 17128: Section 2.1 Fluorescence emission is detected in the wavelength region
420-575 nm in the instrument used. It would be advantageous, in order to compare with
other studies, to highlight the limitations of using this single UV waveband to infer bio-
logical particle type and hence infer contributions and possible emission scenarios due
to meteorological response from the observed FBAP. For example this waveband will
not provide information on biofluorescent materials dominated by Tryptophan (whose
emission spectrum typically lies between 300-400 nm), and so the UV-APS will likely
underestimate total FBAP concentrations and hence some emissions that could po-
tentially contribute to the total particle concentration recorded. The response of the
two categories, non FBAP and FBAP, to RH and rainfall as shown may therefore be
conflated. This caveat should be included as although it is also accepted the situation
can be improved by the removal of particles < 1 µm in size from the data set, this as-
sumption is based on similar measurements, that are cited, but from a very different
environment and based on removal of possible non-biological fluorescent material due
to anthropogenic emissions which, as highlighted in the text correctly, would be minimal
at the sites selected here.

Page 17126: There is some confusion between the description of UV-APS and WIBS.
The latter is not used in this study. If this is a general comparison and summary of avail-
able technology (there are other instruments cited in the literature) then the difference
should really be highlighted. The WIBS is a multi-waveband fluorescence and particle
shape spectrometer as opposed to the UV-APS, which is a single waveband. The ref-
erences cited for WIBS did not use the commercial DMT version of the instrument as
implied here but rather the prototype WIBS-3 provided by Kaye et al. 2005. The tech-
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nical and discrimination limitations of the newer WIBS-4 (which is more closely aligned
with the cited commercial DMT version) and which were used in the cited references
are described by Robinson et al. 2013 (AMTD). I would suggest the later reference be
included.

Section 2.2. I understand the authors wish to be brief and have used references to
provide details of the sample locations elsewhere, however even basic information such
as the height of the forest canopy with respect to the measurement heights used in
each location together with basic leaf area index for each site would be of benefit to
those modellers wishing to make use of their observations for flux estimates.

Page 17135 Line 6: Can the authors simply quote the relevant Dp-50% for their instru-
ment here please? It is not clear from the statement here what this is.

Can the authors provide some brief information on how and how often the instrument
was calibrated and in particular how the fluorescence detector efficiency was monitored
over this extensive period. Was there any decline in detection efficiency over this period
(also see comment below).? For example did the mean fluorescence intensity in the
dominant size modes from which they are inferring particle type etc change over the
year?

Page 17125. Line 27. The recent study of the upper troposphere microbiome by
DeLeon-Rodriguez et al. (2013) [PNAS] over the US showed that the bioaerosols
lofted to altitude by convective systems were in fact dominated by ice active methano-
bacteria which were taxonomically identified as being derived from plant surfaces (and
better adapted to high UV environments). Fungal spores did not represent a key com-
ponent so their contribution as IN for cloud processes and precipitation patterns is thus
speculative at best. The potential contribution to health effects is well stated though.

General Comments

With regard to the interpretation of fungal spore emissions. It has previously been
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demonstrated that “fresh” fungal spores exhibit significantly higher fluorescence inten-
sity than the same species when aged by three months reflecting the decline in NADH
metabolism as nutrient availability changes with season. Given the duration of the ex-
periment how would such behaviour influence the authors quantification and interpre-
tation of the “decline” observed? (see comment above, did the average fluorescence
intensity within the dominant size modes at each site change?)

The different modal contributions at the two sites do indeed suggest different relative
contributions from different emission sources. However, based on the very different leaf
area indexes as well as the likely very different understory vegetation amount (negligi-
ble at the Colorado site I suspect) and hence fungal spore emission sources at each,
can the authors suggest whether there are possibly different contributions from spore
and bacteria sources above as opposed to below from the surface the measurement
heights within the two canopies? Previous work has shown that fungal spore sources
within canopies can be significant (Gilbert, G., Biotropica, 27, 2005) and hence the
contribution from rain induced splash mechanisms can be very different in different
forest types.

Section 3.1.3 Diurnal patterns. Although the diurnal patterns are shown in the SOM,
it would be useful to show a graph of the average diurnal concentrations of total and
FBAP for each site for general reference to the data tables shown in this paper. This
would help place the discussion in better context rather than the Table used.

Pages 1737-1738: The dew inhibition hypothesis coupled with the T/RH gradient dis-
crepancy between surface and measurement height seems reasonable. However, one
point of clarification from reading one of the cited references I believe is needed:

The review by Jones et al. (Sci. Total Environ 2004;326:151-80) (which the authors
cite in another context) concluded that previous chamber and field observations of
spore emissions are “consistent with moisture on the leaf surface preventing removal of
spores due to surface tension effects.” It would be useful to reference the (Jones et al.)
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hypothesis as originally stated in this regard and then state that the data presented here
also support this hypothesis rather than state ”We hypothesize”. Or is your hypothesis
different? Please clarify or expand.

The different RH responses are always interesting to see for spores, however again,
whilst reference is made to the SOM it would be helpful to quote the spline fit results
in a table in the main paper. Can the authors add uncertainty envelopes based on
standard deviations on the curves in Figure 6, please. The data have been averaged
into 100 RH bins. What is the accuracy of the RH measurements please, i.e. is this
number of bins justified?

Some additional information: With respect to the response of spores to humidity
changes. Some studies (Adams et al. 1986, see the review by Jones cited) suggest
that in the field diurnal growth and changes in metabolism may in fact mask the effects
of temperature and RH on emission. For example it is well know that leaf surface tem-
perature in high insolation cases (e.g. Colorado) may be 10oC higher than measured
in ambient air hence supporting the contention by the authors that the ambient T/RH
readings may have been decoupled from the actual leaf surface conditions and hence
would not be capable of fully describing the release mechanisms and so will not be
adequately captured by the spline analysis as shown. I think this caveat needs to be
emphasised, highlighting the need for further work in this field.

Good study overall.

Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 13, 17123, 2013.
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